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Female Representation in the Natural and
Digital Worlds: A Feminist Millennial
Perspective
Lauren-Marie Kennedy, University of Dundee
Both the natural and digital learning spaces have undoubtedly shaped millennials’ understanding of the
feminist issues that exist within our society today; from the gender stereotypical examples that are set for
us from behind the glass of our museums’ displays, to the counteractive interventions and empowering
campaigns online that seek to dismiss such harmful teachings. This paper will focus on the ways in which
gender inequality has been and is currently being perpetuated in educational venues such as museums and
galleries, as well as the role that social media has played in more recent times. I will also reflect on how
myself, as a child of the mid 1990s, and my fellow millennials have interacted with these spaces and how
they
have
impacted
upon
our
learned
biases.
Across species, female representation is inaccurately portrayed in public museums, the very places
many of us would consider educational hubs and reflections of ourselves and our communities. According
to statistics from 2018, a significantly larger proportion of museum goers are female (Ezez. 2021, 3-4), and
as such should surely be accounted for in the exhibits that they are visiting by at least a 50/50 divide. So,
why is it then that in “Gender representation in the natural history galleries at the Manchester Museum,”
Rebecca Machin (2008) found that of the mammals on display at the UK’s Manchester Museum, only 29%
were female, compared to their male counterparts who made up an incredible 71% of the exhibits?
Furthermore, females are often portrayed as nothing more than stereotypes, generally falling into one of
three main categories: maternal, submissive, or altogether invisible. Machin points out that only the males
of the Nyala species (a type of antelope) are on display, whereas the females are tucked away, completely
hidden from view in storage (Machin 2008, 57). Thanks to a temporary intervention in 2006 by Machin
and her team, the female Nyala was permitted to be displayed centre stage in celebration of International
Women’s Week (Machin 2008, 58). Similarly, International Women’s Day has been honoured on social
media platforms like Instagram as a themed ‘hashtag’ each year to help spark important change and
equality. Twitter has also been a popular tool for such empowering campaigns, notably #ToTheGirls, which
started in 2015 and saw older women pass on words of wisdom to younger women facing sexism online.
Feminism is of course not only for females however, and another global movement that recognises gender
inequality as a human rights issue is ‘HeForShe’, which encourages men to become part of the solution
rather than isolated from the discussion. By working directly with women, men can help to implement
lasting changes in business, home life and wider communities. Interventions like these can help raise
awareness of the need to question gender-based assumptions when choosing how curators like Machin
design our future histories, but they are exactly that – temporary — and do not go far enough in many
millennials’
opinions.
With the internet becoming an ever-useful tool for research and education, it could be said that the
way gender is represented on social media, particularly Instagram and search engines such as Google, is
also misleading. Interestingly, we can clearly see an unfair gender bias with online learning today – a tool
most have had to embrace this past year due to Covid-19’s lockdowns. Take for instance a simple Google
image search for the antelope species mentioned in Machin’s paper (2008), the Nyala, which brings up 16
males and only 7 females in the first 25 results. The same is true even when researching more popular
animals, such as lions. The female lioness generates words relating to appearance and, perhaps
unsurprisingly, motherhood such as ‘beautiful’ and ‘cubs’ in the top associated word results. Compare this
with the words generated for male lions which relate to stereotypically masculine traits like ‘roaring’,
suggesting their power and dominance. These harmful assumptions and associations have clearly been
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formed by our own gender biases rather than scientific facts. To imply that the males are the fierce and
brave ones is simply not true when we consider that it is the females that are the proactive hunters in this
species’ dynamic, while males sleep up to and beyond 20 hours per day (Myhrvold 2007). Nonetheless, the
internet would have us believe females are valued more for their ‘beauty’, rather than their abilities to
provide for their pride. A shallow view on gender, this is reflected through social media sites such as
Instagram, where young women tend to show off their beauty, whereas men are more likely to demonstrate
their prowess. In fact, one study which sought to analyse the degree of gender stereotyping in Instagram
selfies, found that male and female users' pictures were not only prime displays of traditional gender
assumptions but were even more exaggerated than media advertisements like magazines (Döring et al.
2016, 161). It also appears that there is a gender representation imbalance in these crucial learning facilities
which needs to be addressed if we are to provide less limited perspectives. Take for instance, Wikipedia, an
online ‘encyclopaedia’ maintained and edited by people worldwide, which has as few as 15-20% females
that contribute as volunteers creating content for the site (Balch 2019). Machin (2008) observed similar
gender imbalance in the museum sector, notably only two female zoology curators had been employed at
the Manchester Museum in its entire history at the time of writing her paper and there were no female
science curators or women in management roles on the staff team (Machin 2008, 62).
Educational spaces, both physical and digital from Galleries to Google, are misrepresenting the true
diversity of gender and such a blatant display of inequality should concern us all since both are curated and
influenced by people for people. Gørrill (2020) presents evidence that art museums across the world are
significantly discriminating against our female creatives, such as the collection of only 15% female artwork.
If a limited perspective is shown online and in galleries and museums, then only half the story is being told
while the other half is not being heard or represented in the same way. The internet and displays in the
galleries that myself and my generation grew up alongside have also taught us not equality but rather,
overwhelmingly, that males are dominant in almost every species by presenting us with gender stereotypes
that have in turn become part of our accepted knowledge of the world around us. As digital media platforms,
art galleries and their displays gain increasing interest from younger audiences, we have an obligation to
protect them from the same misinformation traps. We need equal representation to avoid ignorance and
encourage accurate portrayals about the real beings, past and present, who make up our fantastic, highly
diverse, natural world. It is the millennial generation who will be responsible for curating our future
histories, and without equality we risk disseminating inequality even further across modern learning
platforms that attract a global audience and therefore limit our progression towards a fairer future for all.
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